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The below details Rapid7’s response to the Home Office Computer Misuse Act 1990 Call for

Information. Thank you for the opportunity to provide input and support efforts to strengthen

cybersecurity and protect UK internet users and organisations. Please note, for the purposes of this

document, we have chosen to focus specifically on the issues we believe are the highest priorities for

CMA reform. As such, we have left many of the questions unanswered and focused mostly on the

questions addressing Protections, and those allowing us to share supporting information. Our core

recommendations are for the Home Office to 1) retain helpful aspects of the CMA; 2) clarify

protections for defensive security tools; 3) avoid authorising private sector hack back; 4) provide

clearer protections for independent security research; and 5) clarify the definition of “authorisation”.

Rapid7 is a US-based cybersecurity and data analytics firm with offices around the world, including in

Reading and Belfast - the latter of which is our fastest growing office outside of headquarters.

Rapid7’s solutions and services manage cybersecurity risk and simplify the complex, allowing security

teams to work more effectively with IT and development to reduce vulnerabilities, monitor for

malicious behavior, investigate and respond to attacks, and automate routine tasks. Over 8,900

customers worldwide rely on Rapid7 technology, services, and research to improve cybersecurity

outcomes, protect consumers, and securely advance their organisations.

* * *

Q1. How would you describe the understanding that your organisation/business has of the

Computer Misuse Act?

The Computer Misuse Act is an anti-hacking law designed to address computer crimes. It primarily

hinges on the concept of whether access to systems and data is authorised or not, as well as

addressing unauthorised actions that cause harm to computer systems, and the data and functions

they cover. It also addresses the making, sharing, and selling of computer crime tools. The Act helps
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punish and deter computer misuse; however, it is also broad and vague in some respects, creating a

grey area for dual use technologies and cybersecurity research.

Q2. How does your organisation use the CMA, or how is it affected by it?

As a cybersecurity company, Rapid7 believes anti-hacking laws in general are useful and necessary to

deter malicious attacks, though it is always important to work to ensure such laws are not overbroad,

vague, or misused. As part of our efforts to advance cybersecurity, Rapid7 conducts good faith,

independent security research and provides popular security testing tools, but the contours of the

Computer Misuse Act should be clarified for both activities, as detailed below (see below and

attached for more detailed responses).

Q3. Do the offences set out in the CMA adequately cover cyber-dependent harms?

Due to a lack of clarity around what is meant by “authorisation” within the context of accessing

publicly-available computer systems, it is unclear what specifically is covered by section 1 of the

CMA. This creates confusion for security researchers operating in good faith to try to identify and

reduce exposures that create opportunities for attackers.

Many people take a view that if something is made accessible in public spaces on the internet,

authorisation to access it is inherently granted. In this view, the responsibility lies with the

owner/operator to ensure that if they do not wish something to be accessed, they are not making it

publicly available. That being the case, the question becomes how systems owners/operators can

indicate a lack of authorisation for accessing systems or information in a way that scales while still

enabling broad access and innovative use of online services. In the physical world, we have an

expectation that both public and private spaces exist. If a space is private and the owners do not want

it to be accessed, it is common for them to indicate this through signage or physical barriers (walls,

fences, gates etc). Yet there is currently no accepted standard way for owners and operators to set

out a ‘No Trespassing’ sign on the internet that truly serves the intended purpose.

While a website’s Terms of Service (TOS) can be legally enforceable in some contexts, the Home

Office should be skeptical that violation of TOS alone should qualify as an “unauthorised act.” TOS are

almost always ignored by the vast majority of internet users, and ordinary internet behavior may

routinely violate TOS (such as using a pseudonym on a social media site where a real name is

required). Reading TOS also does not scale for internet-wide scanning, as in the case of automated

port scanning and other services that analyse the status of millions of publicly accessible websites

and online assets. In addition, if TOS is “authorisation” for the purposes of the CMA, it gives the author

of the TOS the power to define what is and is not a hacking crime under CMA section 1. It is notable

that multiple US cases have rejected the notion that TOS violations alone qualify as “exceeding



authorisation” under the CFAA, creating a split in US courts. In its recent Van Buren decision, the US1 2

Supreme Court noted that if TOS violations alone qualify as an “unauthorised act” for computer crime

purposes, “then millions of otherwise law-abiding citizens are criminals.”

To address this lack of clarity, the CMA needs a clearer explanation of what constitutes authorisation

for accessing technical systems or information through the internet and other forms of connected

communications.

Q4. Are there any gaps in the legislation, and if so, what are they?

We appreciate that the CMA contains only criminal causes of action, not civil. In our view, this helps3

avoid aggressive or inappropriate uses of the law by self-protective technology owners and operators,

which can result in a chilling effect on security research. We urge the Home Office to retain this aspect

of the CMA.

Q5. What are the potential future areas where the CMA may not adequately cover the harms?

N/A

Q6. What changes could we make now to meet those challenges?

N/A

Q7. Do the protections in the CMA for legitimate cyber security activity provide adequate cover?

Currently the protections for legitimate cyber security activity are insufficient in two main ways:

1. Security testing tools

Rapid7 urges the Home Office to consider clarifying Section 3A(2) to ensure it protects tools, code,

and other dual use technologies that are used defensively to test security. This issue is acknowledged

by the Crown Prosecution Service guidelines on Section 3A(2), and we suggest the Home Office draw4

from the guidelines to provide clear protection for “articles” supplied for security purposes.

An important part of a robust security programme is testing your own defences and understanding

the impact of an attack on your systems. This activity is so standard in security that it is a5

5 https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/penetration-testing
4 https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/computer-misuse-act

3 In contrast, U.S. anti-hacking laws like the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and Section 1201 of the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act include private causes of action independent of government enforcement, requiring
discretion from both prosecutors and private parties to avoid over-aggressive use. 18 USC 1030(g), 17 USC
1203.

2 Van Buren v. United States https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/19-783_k53l.pdf No. 19-783, 593
U.S. _ (June 3, 2021)

1 “Several other courts, including the Second, Fourth, and Ninth Circuits, have more narrowly interpreted “without
authorisation” and “exceeds authorised access,” based on an understanding that the CFAA’s central purpose is to
criminalise hacking. These courts apply CFAA liability only to those who lack any authorisation to access a
computer or website or those who are “authorised to access only certain data or files” but access “unauthorised
data or files.” As a result, the narrow view exempts from CFAA liability those who have merely violated ToS
agreements." https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10423/6, pgs. 3-5.

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/penetration-testing
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/computer-misuse-act
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/19-783_k53l.pdf
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10423/6


requirement of many cybersecurity standards and regulations around the world, including the

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard. In order to conduct this kind of testing, security6

professionals need testing tools that enable them to emulate the activity of attackers, as well as

exploit proof-of-concept code to test whether their own assets are vulnerable.7

These tools are often shared collaboratively within the security community, or sold commercially.

Some of these tools may be made widely available as open source software to help ensure a broad

range of organisations (not just well-resourced organisations) have access to these tools to defend

themselves, and so that a community of contributors can help ensure the tools stay up to date with

the latest attacker trends and capabilities. The purpose and value of open source penetration testing

programs are well understood across the security community, yet by nature of them being open

source and widely available, it is impossible to say that these defensive tools could not be used by

malicious actors for nefarious purposes.

The same issue applies to proof-of-concept exploit code, which may be widely shared to help others

in the security community investigate how a vulnerability may be exploited in practice, and to test

whether one’s own assets are vulnerable to the exploit (or if a mitigation will successfully prevent

exploitation). This is a very standard part of how the security community works together to build

collective knowledge that enriches the whole and advances security. While the intent of the

development and sharing of the code is defensive, there is always a risk that exploit code could be

accessed and used by malicious actors - yet this makes the wide availability of testing tools all the

more important, so organisations can identify and mitigate their exposure.

To ensure that the Computer Misuse Act does not inadvertently prohibit or chill defensive use of dual

use technologies and code which are helpful for strengthening cybersecurity, we suggest the Home

Office establish clearer protections under Section 3A(2). The Home Office should consider modifying8

3A(2) to exempt “articles” that are

1. Capable of being used for legitimate purposes; and9

2. Intended by the creator or supplier of the article to be used for a legitimate purpose; and

3. Widely available; unless10

4. The article is deliberately developed or supplied for the sole purpose of committing a CMA

offence.

10 https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/computer-misuse-act#_Toc532920184

9 See the discussion of dual use articles in the Crown Prosecution Service guidance for section 7 of the Fraud
Act of 2006, https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/fraud-act-2006#a13

8 “3A(2) A person is guilty of an offence if he supplies or offers to supply any article believing that it is likely to be
used to commit, or to assist in the commission of, an offence under section 1, 3 or 3ZA.”

7 Computer programs, code, and electronic data are covered by the CMA’s definition of  'articles' at section
3A(4). This definition makes no distinction with regard to whether the article has a dual use for testing or
auditing hardware and software for security purposes.

6 https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/

https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/computer-misuse-act#_Toc532920184
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/fraud-act-2006#a13
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/


It is worth noting that the CMA would still retain 3A(1) as a means to prosecute those who supply

articles with the intent that it will be used to commit CMA offenses.

2. Good faith security research

Independent security research comes in many forms and flavours, but at its core, good faith,

legitimate security research shares a common goal of protecting technology users from cyber-risks.

By increasing the general awareness of how technical systems can be exploited, we can build better

defences against attackers and deploy mitigations to reduce risk. This offers a significant benefit to

society, yet there are claims that security research is being chilled by the CMA as it makes no

provision for legitimate, good faith testing.11

Section 1(1) prohibits all “unauthorised access to computer material”. This leaves no room for good

faith security testing undertaken in the public interest, nor does it acknowledge the role of acts the

security researcher has taken to mitigate any negative outcomes. You could perhaps make an

argument here that a good faith researcher hopes not to gain access as they would prefer systems

not to be exposed to attack; however, the actions taken to test whether this is the case would be

designed to gain access, so it is unlikely this argument would be persuasive as a defence.

How this works in practice - vulnerability research

Vulnerability research is the practice of testing software or systems to identify potential flaws, bugs or

misconfigurations that provide opportunities for malicious actors to gain access to the systems

themselves or the information they may handle. The goal of good faith vulnerability research is to

disclose the information to the owners or operators of the technology so they can take steps to

mitigate the risk for their end users. Further, information on known vulnerabilities is shared publicly to

build a corpus of knowledge that enables others to avoid the same pitfalls in the future.

The UK Government’s recent Code of Practice for consumer IoT security appears to acknowledge12

the value of security research in its inclusion of vulnerability disclosure policies and security patching

as its second and third principles. Both activities hinge on the disclosure of discovered security

vulnerabilities in products, which often results from independent security research. Conducting this

kind of research is less controversial when IoT devices can be bought and tested in non-production

environments. Yet when researchers want to look at the back-end systems supporting these IoT

offerings, or their apps - which often control functionality and store sensitive data - this testing may

violate the CMA. This extends to identifying vulnerability in any other websites, software, or systems

on the internet.

12

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-c
onsumer-iot-security

11 https://www.cyberupcampaign.com/about

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
https://www.cyberupcampaign.com/about


How this works in practice - port scanning

This issue also applies to some forms of port scanning, an activity undertaken to investigate,13

analyse, and measure the exposed attack surface of the internet. For example, when investigating the

exposure landscape, security researchers may look for whether the Simple Network Monitoring

Protocol (SNMP) is being exposed as it can be a good source of information for would-be attackers.14

As the protocol has been around for decades, there are a number of known vulnerable versions, so

researchers often want to understand whether organisations are continuing to use these vulnerable

versions, or if they are moving to more secure versions and reducing their exposure to attack.

A notorious aspect of SNMP is that it may use either ‘public’ or ‘private’ community strings for

authentication. Public strings are generally known and easy to find and will give requesters read-only

access to sensitive information. In order to understand and document exposure, security researchers

want to be able to identify whether users are leveraging the more secure private community string, or

whether they are leaving data exposed by leaving the public community string in place. In order to test

for this, researchers would need to prompt the protocol to take an action, which could be in violation

with Section 1 of the Computer Misuse Act. Even automated mass scanning where no sensitive data

is being viewed or captured, may be considered a violation.

Similarly some users set up certain ports to automatically take an action when they are contacted.

For example, a redirect from one port to another. In this instance, if a researcher were to ping the port,

it could trigger an action even though that was not the researcher’s intention or expectation.

Q7b. If not, what changes would you wish to see made?

With regards to 2. above on security research, we would like to either see the language updated to

exempt good faith security research, or if this is not practical, we would like to see a statutory defence

developed. This could be worded along the following lines:

“The term "good faith security research" means good faith testing or investigation to detect one

or more security flaws or vulnerabilities in software, hardware, or firmware of a computer,

system or device for the purpose of promoting the security or safety of the software, hardware,

or firmware.

(A) The person carrying out such activity shall

(i) carry out such activity in a manner reasonably designed to minimise and avoid

unnecessary damage or loss to property or persons;

14

https://www.advancedcyber.co.uk/it-security-blog/what-is-snmp-and-is-it-secure#:~:text=SNMP%20is%20witho
ut%20a%20doubt,authentication%20is%20almost%20non%2Dexistent.

13

https://whatismyipaddress.com/port-scan#:~:text=Port%20Scanning%20is%20the%20name,by%20hackers%20
to%20target%20victims.

https://www.advancedcyber.co.uk/it-security-blog/what-is-snmp-and-is-it-secure#:~:text=SNMP%20is%20without%20a%20doubt,authentication%20is%20almost%20non%2Dexistent
https://www.advancedcyber.co.uk/it-security-blog/what-is-snmp-and-is-it-secure#:~:text=SNMP%20is%20without%20a%20doubt,authentication%20is%20almost%20non%2Dexistent
https://whatismyipaddress.com/port-scan#:~:text=Port%20Scanning%20is%20the%20name,by%20hackers%20to%20target%20victims
https://whatismyipaddress.com/port-scan#:~:text=Port%20Scanning%20is%20the%20name,by%20hackers%20to%20target%20victims


(ii) take reasonable steps, with regard to information obtained without authorisation, to

minimise the information the person obtains, retains, and discloses to only that

information which the person reasonably believes is directly necessary to test,

investigate, or mitigate a security flaw or vulnerability;

(iii) wait a reasonable amount of time before publicly disclosing the security flaw or

vulnerability, taking into consideration the following:

(I) the severity of the vulnerability,

(II) the difficulty of mitigating the vulnerability,

(III) industry best practices, and

(IV) the willingness and ability of the owner of the computer to mitigate the

vulnerability;

(iv) not publicly disclose information obtained without authorisation that is

(I) a trade secret without the permission of the owner of the trade secret; or

(II) the personally identifiable information of another individual, without the

permission of that individual; and

(v) does not use a nonpublic security flaw or vulnerability derived from such activity for

any primarily commercial purpose prior to disclosing the flaw or vulnerability to the

owner of the computer or the [government vulnerability coordination body].

(B) For purposes of subsection (A), it is not a public disclosure to disclose a vulnerability or

other information derived from good faith security research to the [government vulnerability

coordination body].

(C) Nothing in subsection (A) shall be construed to prohibit or require public disclosure of

security flaws or vulnerabilities derived from good faith security research.”

Q9. What risks do you see from any changes to protections?

Some proposals for computer crime reform make an argument that security professionals should be

able to interrogate or interact with third party systems engaged in an attack, or even take action to

deter or stop attacks. This sounds like an argument for the authorisation of private sector hack back

activities, which is hugely concerning and will likely lead to a wild west situation where organisations

hire digital gunslingers to fight battles for them with little oversight or repercussions for unintended



harms. There are a number of reasons that private sector hack back is not practical, as detailed15

below.

For the purposes of this document, we understand hack back to mean an organisation taking action

against a cyber-attacker on technical assets or systems not owned by the person taking action or

their client. The action may be taken to neutralise the threat, recapture lost data, better understand the

nature of the attack, or as an act of revenge. We do not include hacking activities undertaken by or on

behalf of the government in this classification, only those undertaken specifically for private sector

entities. Rapid7 does not support hack back for the following reasons:

Impracticalities of attribution and application

One of the most widely stated and agreed upon tenets in security is that “attribution is hard.” We can

go further – in many cases, it is essentially impossible to know for certain that we have accurately

attributed an attack. Even when we find indications that point in a certain direction, there is no way to

ensure they are not red herrings intentionally planted by the attacker to either throw suspicion off

themselves, or to specifically incriminate another party for some purpose. We like to talk about “digital

fingerprints,” but the reality is that there is no such thing: in the digital world there is nothing that

cannot be spoofed or obfuscated with enough time, patience, skill, and resources. Attackers are

constantly evolving their techniques to stay one step ahead of defenders and law enforcement, and

the emergence of deception capabilities is just one example of this. So being certain we have the right

actor before we take action is extremely difficult.

In addition, where do we draw the line in determining whether an actor or computing entity could be

considered a viable target? For example, if someone is under attack from devices that are being

controlled as part of a botnet, is it reasonable for them to take action against those devices in order to

neutralise the threat against themselves? Surely those devices – and their owners – are as much

victims of the attacker as the target of the attack. Rapid7’s Project Heisenberg honeypots often pick16

up traffic from legitimate organisations whose systems have been compromised and leveraged in

malicious activity. Action mistakenly taken against one of these entities could be catastrophic.17

Motivations, which are often unclear or easy to misunderstand, should surely also be taken into

account. For example, research projects that scan ports on the public-facing internet do so in order to

help others understand the attack surface so exposure and opportunities for attackers can be

reduced. This activity is benign and often results in security disclosures that have helped security

professionals reduce their organisation’s risk. However, it is not unusual for these scans to encounter

a perimeter monitoring tool, throwing up an alert to the security team. What would happen if an

organisation saw the alerts and decided to take a “shoot first and ask questions later” approach –

would the researcher end up being attacked for undertaking a research project designed to advance

17 https://www.rapid7.com/c/icer-ftse/?x=Tj1DVo
16 https://www.rapid7.com/research/project-heisenberg/
15 https://hbr.org/2017/05/why-companies-shouldnt-try-to-hack-their-hackers

https://www.rapid7.com/c/icer-ftse/?x=Tj1DVo
https://www.rapid7.com/research/project-heisenberg/
https://hbr.org/2017/05/why-companies-shouldnt-try-to-hack-their-hackers


better cybersecurity?

Impracticalities of limiting reach and impact

The internet does not operate in neatly defined and clearly demarcated boundaries. If we take action

targeted at a specific actor or group of actors, how can we be sure that we will not unintentionally

impact innocent others? Many people have likened hack back to the idea of a homeowner defending

their property against an intruder. They evoke images of malicious, armed intruders breaking into your

home to do you and your loved ones harm. They call to you to arm yourself and stand bravely in

defense, refusing to be a victim in your own home. It’s an appealing idea; however, the reality is more

likely to be akin to standing by your fence spraying bullets out into the street hoping to get lucky and

stop an attacker as they flee the scene of the crime. With such an approach, even if you do manage to

reach your attacker, you’ll risk causing terrible collateral damage too.

Rapid7 believes the possibility of unintended consequences should not only concern lawmakers, they

should also disincentivise participation in private sector hack back activity. Organisations that believe

they can avoid negative outcomes in the majority of cases need to understand that even just one or

two errors could be extremely costly. Imagine for example that a high-value target organisation, e.g. a

bank, undertakes 100 hack backs per year and makes a negatively impactful error on two occasions.

A two percent fail rate may not seem that terrible; however, if either or both of those errors resulted in

compromise of another company or harm to a group of individuals, the hack-backer could then see

themselves tied up in expensive legal proceedings, reputational damage, and loss of trust. Attempts

to make organisations exempt from this kind of legal action are problematic as it raises the question

of how we can spot and stop abuses.

The potential negative consequences of a hack back gone awry could be far reaching. We frequently

discuss damage to equipment or systems, or loss of data, but in the age of the Internet of Things,

there is always the potential that negative consequences could include physical harm to individuals.

And let’s not forget that cyberattacks across national boundaries can escalate geopolitical tensions.

Impracticalities of providing appropriate oversight

To date, proposals to legalise hack back have been overly broad and non-specific about how such

activities should be managed, and what oversight would be required to ensure there are no abuses of

the system. Indeed, creating a framework and system for such oversight is completely impractical

and costly. Who would run it? How would it be funded? How would accountability and oversight be

guaranteed to avoid abuses? Who will determine where the line should be on what action is

acceptable?

When the UK government takes action against attackers, it is with a high degree of oversight and

accountability. They must meet a very stringent burden of proof for attribution, and even when that

has been done, there are strict parameters determining the types of targets that can be pursued, and

the kind of action that can be taken. Private sector organisations may be contracted by the



government to participate in these operations, but again, this will always occur under the necessary

oversight. Authorising the private sector to participate in these activities without this oversight makes

a mockery of the checks and balances in place for the government and is likely to lead to unintended

harms.

Impracticalities of legal liability and jurisdiction

While the internet is a borderless space accessed from every country in the world, each of those

countries has its own legal system and expects its citizens to abide by it. It would be very risky for

companies and individuals who hack back to avoid running afoul of the laws of another country and

international law.

When national governments take this kind of action, it tends to occur within existing international

legal frameworks and under some regulatory oversight, but this would not apply in the private sector,

begging the question of where the liability rests. For example, what if a company hacks back and

accidentally hurts another company or individual? The company that hacked back could incur

expensive legal proceedings, reputational damage, and loss of trust. Making organisations exempt

from this kind of legal action around unintended consequences is problematic. How could we spot

and stop accidental or intentional abuses of the system? Should the government authority that

approves private sector entities to participate in hack back instead bear the liability? This leads us

back to the issues around the impracticalities of applying oversight, detailed above.

It is also worth noting that once one major power authorises private sector hack back, other

governments will likely follow and legal expectations or boundaries may vary. How would the UK

government respond when its citizens are being attacked as part of a private sector hack back gone

wrong?

Inequalities of applicability

Should a viable system be developed, and hack back authorised, effective participation is likely to be

costly as it will require specialist skills. Not every organisation will be able to participate. If the

authorisation framework is not stringent, many organisations may try to participate with insufficient

expertise, which is likely to be either ineffective or damaging, or potentially both. However, there are

other organisations that will not have the maturity or budget to participate even in this way.

These are the same organisations that sit below the “cybersecurity poverty line” and cannot afford a18

great deal of in-house security expertise and technologies to protect themselves – in other words,

these organisations are already highly vulnerable. As organisations that do have sufficient resources

start to hack back, the cost of attacking these organisations will increase. Profit-motivated attackers

will likely eventually shift towards targeting the less-resourced organisations that reside below the

security poverty line. Rather than authorising a measure as fraught with risk as hack back, we should

18 https://duo.com/blog/rising-above-the-security-poverty-line

https://duo.com/blog/rising-above-the-security-poverty-line


instead be thinking about how we better protect these vulnerable organisations, for example, by

subsidising or incentivising security hygiene.

Q10. Do you believe that law enforcement agencies have adequate powers to tackle cybercrime?

N/A

Q11. Do you think the CMA should include any new powers (such as providing law enforcement

agencies with powers to seize domain and IP seizure from criminals or criminalising data

commoditisation)?

As noted above, Rapid7 recommends against adding private sector “hack back” powers or a civil

cause of action to the CMA.

Q12. Does the CMA provide adequate criminalisation of offences under the Act carried out against

the UK from overseas?

The jurisdiction of the CMA itself is appropriate given that many of the most egregious computer

crimes originate outside of the UK However, if the rate of growth of cyber attacks is any indication, the

CMA is not a sufficient deterrent for cybercrime.

This is in large part because foreign cyber criminals do not believe they are at risk of being prosecuted

and penalised. Many cyber criminals rely on “safe harbours” that exist in countries where the

government is either unwilling or unable to crack down on cybercrime, and unwilling to assist foreign

governments seeking prosecutions of their own. This impunity is feeding the growing ransomware

pandemic. To combat this issue, the UK government must work together with other leading powers to

apply greater pressure on safe harbour nations to crack down on cyber criminals operating within

their borders.

Recently we have seen some great examples of international collaboration of government action, law

enforcement, and public-private partnership to reduce threats, deter attacks, and investigate threat

actors. We encourage the U.K government to continue to participate in and build these efforts.19

Q12b. If not, what changes would you like to see made?

See above.

Q13. Do you believe that the sentences relating to the offences in the CMA are adequate?

N/A

Q13b. If not, how would you see sentencing guidelines changed in proportion to the harms these

offences cause?

N/A

19 https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/nca-in-international-takedown-of-notorious-malware-emotet
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Q14. Are there any other areas where you believe improvements to legislation could be made to

enhance our response to cyber-dependent threats?

Rapid7 supports the UK Government’s efforts to advance cybersecurity through various other current

policy efforts, including around consumer smart products, online safety, and cyber resilience to supply

chain risks. Strengthening cybersecurity safeguards and hygiene are crucial to preventing, detecting,

and recovering from attacks.

Q15. Are there opportunities for improvements to the UK response to the threat from criminals

operating online now we have greater flexibility to set our own laws outside of the European

Union'?

We believe that international cooperation and coordination continues to be essential given the

borderless nature of the internet.

Q16. Are there examples of legislation in other countries that the UK should consider?

Rapid7 recommends considering the US Copyright Office rulemaking on Section 1201 of the Digital

Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), providing an exemption for security research to prohibitions on

unauthorised circumvention of technological protection measures on software. Though not without

issues, this exemption provides a sound basis on which to consider protections for security research

in the context of the CMA. See 37 CFR 201.40(b)(11)(ii).

Q17. If so, how has this legislation empowered governments to better investigate and prosecute

cyber-dependent crimes?

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, such exceptions to Section 1201 “ensure that the DMCA

does not penalise or discourage legitimate activity that serves the public interest,” and notes “the

benefits that legitimate security research provides to the government and the public by identifying

vulnerabilities in software, devices, and networks and defending such systems from criminal

exploitation.” See Feb. 9, 2021 letter from U.S. Dept. of Justice to US Copyright Office,

https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2021/comments/reply/Class%2013_Reply_Department%20of%20Ju

stice.pdf

* * *

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our views. For any additional questions or feedback,

please contact Jen Ellis at jen_ellis@rapid7.com.

https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2021/comments/reply/Class%2013_Reply_Department%20of%20Justice.pdf
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